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OFFICE PROFESSIONALS
the business Linchpins!

TIME MANAGEMENT
is a misnomer!
Productivity is Power!

Time is one the biggest challenges

to the power and productivity of any

office professional. Time won't

stand still: time management is a

misnomer.
 
Focusing on productivity and

personal power gives real power

and control to achieving more,

reducing stress and having work

life harmony.
 
Shifting a mindset from forcing time

management to pumping up

perosnal power and productivity

means shifting from feeling invisible

to being invincible!

There's a tension that exists all day, every
day for office professionals. No other role
in the organisation experiences the same
tension in the same way.
 
Office professionals are linchpins!
 
They know how to get it done! Being that
one person who has their finger on the
pulse of what has to happen where and
when also means they the most
interrupted person in the office.
 
The office linchpin is vital to an enterprise
running efficiently and that comes with
benefits and challenges.
 
Seth Godin, author of Linchpin: are
you indispensable? talks about linchpin
jobs as providing as much contribution as
possible and only a few can do it: that is
the office professional.
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Office Manager

 

Office Manager & Executive Assistant

 

Office Administrator

 

Operations Manager

 

Office Assistant

 

HR & Office Manager

 

Office Coordinator

 

Executive Assistant

 

Personal Assistant 

THE ROLE
bigger than ever

Office Professionals perform a

diverse range of duties, as well as

human resources, operations and

administration.

 

Additionally, office professionals:

 

- support the team

 

- manage diaries and travel

 

- plan and manage events

 

- coordinate 

 

- minute and distribute

 

- streamline and systematise

 

- craft culture and environment

 

- advise and be a confidant
 

TITLE
what's in a name?

The value provided in the role far 
outweighs the actual title of the role!
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DID YOU KNOW

Office Managers work more the

average worker by

75% 

Most office professionals report

directly to the CEO or Company

Owner 

44%
According to one study half the
office professionals had mixed
feelings about their compensation

50%

Office professionals who would
move on if a better offer came along

63%

Lack of career advancement being the

cause of leaving the job

30%

Stocking supplies, operations

maintenace and perk management;

even planning - part of normal duties:

90+%

TOP PRIORITIES
to P.U.M.P.™

Improving moral across the team

#1

Improving efficiencies to make
the job easier

#2

Creating a more organised
workplace

#3

Learning new skills

#4

Improving communciation between

Exec/Management and rest of the

team

#5
SnackNation: State of the Office Manager 2018 Study
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THE CHALLENGES

Every day office
professionals have to
handle...

"I just get on with it which is what I'm suppose to do - the expectation of the role -  but that

then gives everyone permission to dump tasks on my desk. Tasks that they really should

do themselves. I don't want to be unhelpful but some days people really go too far."
 
"I'm seen by some as a strategiec partner to the business, yet there are some who

struggle with me being privvy to information. It's not about power, I need to be across

everything so I can support my Exec."
 
"Every day I have shifting, multiple top priorities: I'm a juggler and magician."
 
"As the business has grown I have taken on more than one Exec. It makes my day very

interesting especially when competing priorities and agendas crop up."
 
"When you first start, you say yes to everything because it's about making a good first

impression. that just leads to creating an expectation of being available to everyone all

the time. My boundaries are all messed up. I know it's my responsibility but sometime I do

feel like I'm taken for granted."
 
"I know I have a very privileged position, to be a key partner to my Exec, and I do feel

valued. I sometimes wish I could speak up, influence more. At times, I want to push back

on decisions or issues but I wonder if it's really my place to do so or I am worried it might

ruin our working relationship."
 
"Sometime I feel like I'm living on the cliff's edge of burnout."
 
The challenges Office Professionals outline include:
 
 
     Influence Without Authority  ...   Shifting Multiple Priorities   ...   Conflicting Demands

 

                           Speaking Up   ...   Imposter Syndrome   ...   Saying "no"  
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Constant interruptions are the bane of

most employees. Add to this the open

plan office and time is quickly

consumed in handling more and more

interruptions plus energy drained in

trying to stay focused on tasks.

INTERRUPTIONS

Meetings are important for information

sharing and collaboration however

many meetings are mundane and

wasteful. 9/10 people admit to

daydreaming during meetings

becasue they would prefer any other

form of communication! Meeting set

up, keeping the Exec. on the agenda,

minuting actions and making sure the

actions are implemented all often fall

on the shoulders of the office

professional.

MEETINGS

Establishing and maintaining a trusting

relationship with the Exec. ensures

smooth operations and ease of

workflow. When time has not been

spent building trust, the office

professional is often left to nervously

second-guess, make assumptions and

work even harder to understand their

Exec's style, drivers and needs.

TRUST

Fundamentally the key to a productive

workplace is how individuals

communciate through and across the

organisation. This impacts culture and

productivity. Office professionals are

central to, and effect, open and

respectful relationships and

communication across the whole

organisation.

COMMUNICATION 
& CULTURE

Change is the only constant in an

office professional's day and being

agile enough to adapt and pivot at the

right pace is a much needed core skill.

SHIFTING PRIORITIES

Many office professionals

are challenged with needing to

influence across and upwards. Their

power is often greater than they are

aware of and more impactful than

others may assume given perceptions

and role titles.

INFLUENCE WITHOUT
AUTHORITY

You are the single biggest influence
in your life.

- Oprah Winfrey
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In this constantly connected world,

accessing and fielding emails, texts

and calls for and from the team and

Exec. can quickly turn a standard day

into a long day resulting in being less

present for family and personal

pursuits.

LONG HOURS &
MISSED MOMENTS

Not being able to say "no", lacking the

voice to speak up and hold respectful

and clear boundaries without the fear

of reprisal impacts confidence,

decision making and well-being.

BOUNDARIES
& SAYING "NO"

Not having clear and robust systems to

ensure workflow is streamlined

and efficient means time wasted and

high levels of frustration. Taking time to

prioritise and find ways to automate

and systemise makes achieving results

easier and faster

PRIORITIES 
& SYSTEMS

Office professionals need to have a

dual focus on networking: their's and

their Exec.s. When office

professionals neglect the network they

risk missing opportunities for

advancement, support, growth,

business!

NETWORKING

Unsung hero! Office professionals

often see their role as not

having opportunities for career

progression or recognition. Perceiving

limited role progression can lead to not

actively taking a set at the table, not

seeing their role as a strategic partner.

This can result in missing exciting

career opportunities.
 
Secretary Cara 'Carly' Fiorina became
CEO of Hewlett-Packard.
 
EA to Xerox's VP to Secretary to the
CEO to Chairwoman and CEO of
Xerox: Ursula Burns!

CAREER PROGRESSION

Office professionals can fall into the

trap of wondering if they are really cut

out for the role and responsibilities they

are given. Questioning if they are good

enough can stifle productivity.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME

Every minute you spend 
in planning saves 10 
minutes in execution; 
this gives you a 1000% 
return on energy! 
- Brian Tracy
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When you are a
productive leader,

confidence, success
and results are

guaranteed. Productive
leadership starts with

self-leadership.

Drowning in work, compounded by loose boundaries and a

fear of speaking up can lead to burn out, resentment and

feeling invisible to all and to having a positive impact in the

workplace.
 
P.U.M.P.ed office professionals minimise reacting

and stomping out spot fires and resolve to take more

considered and proactive approaches to projects, other

people's urgent requests, and day-to-day operations. They

manage interruptions, meetings and emails more confidently

and effectively. Productive office professionals are

more discerning; they master key self- and people-

leadership skills - such as feedback, delegation, influence

and prioritising - to achieve more while simultaneously

supporting their Exec. and the team. They stand in their

personal power!
 
Automating where possible means streamlining

and maintaining systems, including outsourcing and

delegating where appropriate, freeing up for more

achievement.
 
P.U.M.P.™ is transformational: from invisible to invincible.

PUMP UP MY POWER
from drowning to dynamo!
from invisible to invincible!
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MYTH #1

I want to remove all the
interruptions so I can get
on with my work and not
be bothered by others!

Interruptions are a given for anyone working
in a professional administrative or supportive
role. 
 
It's a double-edged sword: at one edge,
interruption after interruption makes work
continuity, focus and attention a very real
challenge. Yet at the other edge it's nice to
be known as the ‘go-to’ in the business or
office, it also helps to keep the
office professional abreast of what people
are doing, needing and wanting to achieve. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The types of interruptions vary and can
trigger a range of emotions; from surprise to
complete frustration. A flower delivery is,
most likely, a welcomed surprise even if the
flowers aren’t for the office professional. 

Conversely, when that a person

pops over to the desk and asks

the office professional to complete

a task which they: 
 
1) haven’t thoroughly considered

so they end out giving an

incomplete brief, or 
 
2) should know by now how to do

themselves and really could do

themsleves,
 
... are common hot buttons for

frustration.
 
Logically, it's known

and accepted that a major

proportion of interruptions will

never disappear: they are a part of

the role. 

I need time and space to
get on with my work and I
need to have a finger on

the pulse of what's
happening across the

office!

TIPS:
Stop wishing all interruptions

would disappear.

Keep a log of interruptions to find

patterns.

Offer to train the person rather

than simply do the task for them.
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MYTH #2

I feel like I can't say
"no"!

One of the toughest acts an employee has
to do is say "no"! Many see saying "no" as
impossible while others may
inadvertently communicate aggressively or
passive aggressively thinking they are
being assertive.
 
"I speak up, say and get what I need to get
the job done!"
 
Positive intentions aside, when this is done
without compromise
or consideration to others needs and
priorities it is not being assertive, in the
true definition of the term.
 
Supporting the Exec., at times, can require
respectfully pushing back, including
pushing back people in more senior roles.
 
This can be anxiety producing: telling
someone senior they can't have what they
want! There's a real fear that it could be a
career limiting move. Yet, at the right
times, and done the right way, it must be
done.

Trust and respect underpin

assertiveness. As Brene Brown

says, in Dare to Lead, 
 
Clear is kind, unclear is unkind!

TIP:
Be clear and explain why "no" is

necessary.

Never assume the reason for no is

obvious.

Speak to be understood by others.

Consider if it's really a straight 'no'

or whether it's really:
 
Not now:
Thanks for the request, it's

interesting and when the current

priority has been cleared we'll look

into your request.
 
Not me:
Thanks for asking for help. I/My

exec. might not be the best person

to assist right now. I recommend

you speak with ___ as they have

worked on a

similar project reviously.
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Just can be a dangerous word!
 
Just can diminish personal power.
Just can de-value the anxiety or fear one
may have regarding a task or situation.
Just can be too flipant.
 
Understanding the value an office
professional brings to the day to day
operations of a team, office, and any Exec's
they support, is essential for building the
confidence needed to boost productivity,
hold respectful boundaries, drive initiatives
with limited authority: quite simply, get suff
done!
 
Imposter syndrome is a psychological
pattern where an individual doubts their
abilities and accomplishments: "I'm going to
be found out as a fraud".
 
In any given month an office professional
will book travel; plan, organise
and execute meetings; event plan and
organise; create correspondence; negotiate;
(re)train someone to undertake a task they
should already know how to do; design;
nurture; delegate; outsource; order;

MYTH #3

I'm just the EA!

stocktake; referee; deliver;

follow-up; file; recruit; market;

review; account...
 
All that plus the majority of office

professionals are also

tertiary educated it's

disheartening to hear all too

often: "I'm just the EA."
 
Understanding and stepping into

one's personal power is not

arrogant or over-confident; it's

self-leadership, self-worth and

healthy self-confidence.

TIPS:
Undertaking a values clarity and

strengths exercise will uncover

greater self-worth.

Strengthening resilience, self-

efficacy and self-leadership makes

for a confident and productive

office professional.

Self-worth is so vital to your
happiness. If you don't feel

good about you, it's hard to feel
good about anything else!



Way too many ToDo Lists simply add to
the overwhelm rather than help boost
productivity.
 
A ToDo List crowded with urgent requests,
big projects, and a lack of prioritisation leads
sustained levels of unhealthy stress,
frustration, increased error rates and can
cause tension amongst the team.
 
Office professionals have a constant stream
of multiple number one priorities that
compete for focus and attention. These are
often driven by different leaders within the
business resulting in needing to not only
handle the work but also handle the different
personalities and behavioural styles.
 
It is near impossible to be unavailable for
extended lengths of time given the nature of
the role of office professional. This means
flexibility and adaptability are core skills
every office professional needs to master. 
 
Without these skills, achievement will drop,
stress will increase and relationships will
suffer.
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MYTH #4

It'll be easier when I get
through my ToDo List

The often frantic nature of an

office can create a tension

between being busy and

stopping to plan and prioritise.
 
This is not about busy for the

sake of being busy - there are

always tasks to be done. It's

about doing the right tasks at the

right time for the right outcome.

TIPS:
From a ToDo List make a Today

List that is realistic and doesn't 

overwhelm.

Schedule planning and

prioritising into the calendar, more

than once a day if necessary.

Take the time to learn more about

the behavioural styles of the key

leaders and influencers in the

team.

Ask, what part of this task or

project could be delegated /

outsourced? Break big into tiny!

Ask, is this the best use of my

time right now?



The office professional is the key  to

workplace productivity! Many an office

professional became a key leader or

influencer:
 
Joan Rivers
Started her career as a secretary to later

become one of the most successful female

comedy stars.
 
Helen Gurley Brown
17 different secretarial jobs to later become

the Editor in Chief of Cosmopolitan

magazine.
 
Bette Nesmith Graham
The secretary who invented Liquid Paper and

sold it to the Gillette Corporation for 50

million dollars.
 
JK Rowling
Author of the Harry Potter series of books,

started out as a secretary at Amnesty

International’s London headquarters.
 
Ursula Burns
Worked her way up through Xerox from
executive assistant to Chairwomen and
CEO.
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MYTH #5

There's really no other
opportunities 

To step up into a C-suite role

may not be the desire of every

office professional however it is

unwise to assume there is no

chance nor pathway to more

senior roles.
 
The office professional often has

a broader understanding of

what's happening within and

across the business or

organisation than most, given the

nature of the role. This positions

the office professional perfectly

to step up or into a range of

dynamic and exciting

opportunites or roles as they

become available.

TIPS:
Be in the room and contribute - be

visible!

Ask - if an opportunity or project

arises ask to be part of it.

Make suggestions and offer to

lead a project.
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P.U.M.P.™

office professionals

Three key ares of personal power to
take drowning office professionals to in-

demand dynamos:

Self-Leadership

Self-Image

Self-Development

 

Three essential core areas of development

that create invincible and influential office

professionals:

Values

Voice

Vocation

HALF-DAY WORKSHOP
Public or fully customised in-house workshop

www.sallyfoleylewis.com/p-u-m-p-for-office-managers/
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Sally Foley-Lewis

www.sallyfoleylewis.com
sally@sallyfoleylewis.com
+61 (07) 3289 1409
+61 (0) 401 442 464

Most people want to do a good job and have a

sense of achievement through being productive.
 
Obsessed with productivity and self-leadership,

Sally helps people get on with their work and

get on with their peers, senior leaders and team.

She helps them find ways to be more

productive, confident and see the positive

results while also gaining greater engagement.
 
What makes Sally different is, first of all, she

has been a manger, she was a CEO, so she

understands first hand the pressure of balancing

workload, leading a team, and delivering the

required outcomes. She been in the trenches of

leadership so she truly gets it. 
 
Sally has trained and developed thousands of

people across diverse industries both in

Australia and overseas. What that means is that

Sally brings a unique depth of experience and

skills to making improved productivity more than

just a mere time or people management

concept: she boosts productivity and power!
 
Sally helps you lift the heavy drag of constantly

feeling like you're getting no where to the lighter,

less stressful, more confident, productive you.


